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Abstract 
Over the past 30 years, cumulative evidence has indicated that cerebellar function 
extends beyond sensorimotor control. This view has emerged from studies of 
neuroanatomy, neuroimaging, neuropsychology and brain stimulation, with the results 
implicating the cerebellum in domains as diverse as attention, language, executive 
function and social cognition. Although the literature provides sophisticated models of 
how the cerebellum helps refine movements, it remains unclear how the core 
mechanisms of these models can be applied when considering a broader 
conceptualization of cerebellar function. In light of recent multidisciplinary findings, we 
consider two key concepts that have been suggested as general computational 
principles of cerebellar function, prediction and error-based learning, examining how 
these might be relevant in the operation of cognitive cerebro-cerebellar loops. 
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Trends 
Multidisciplinary evidence implicates a role for the cerebellum in various aspects of 
cognition. 
Due to its uniform cytoarchitecture and extensive reciprocal connections with frontal, 
parietal and temporal associative cortices, theorists have sought to identify cerebellar 
computations that are universal across sensorimotor and associative processes. Two 
key concepts are prediction and error-based learning. 
Recently uncovered physiological diversity of structurally similar cerebellar modules 
may explain how similar principles of cerebellar processing subserve diverse functional 
domains.  
Knowledge has substantially evolved on cerebellar involvement in language and social 
cognition, providing representative domains to evaluate functional hypotheses of the 
“cognitive” cerebellum, and to consider how disturbances of cerebellar function may 
contribute to developmental and neuropsychiatric disorders. 
 
Outstanding Questions 
Have efforts to understand of cerebellar function been helped or hindered by a bias to 
look for computational hypotheses that offer a unified account in domains as diverse as 
sensorimotor control and social cognition? 
Is it best to consider the reciprocal loops between the cerebral cortex and cerebellum as 
closed? While there is currently little evidence to support interaction between cerebellar 
modules, could significant information exchange take place at the thalamic or cortical 
levels?  
What makes cerebellar prediction unique, relative to processing in other regions of the 
brain, and how might this form of prediction be useful across a range of functional 
domains? Are temporal precision and supervised learning key constraints on cerebellar 
processing, suggesting that insight into cerebellar function may benefit by specifically 
manipulating these constraints in tests of higher cognition? 
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Climbing fiber inputs from the inferior olive are thought to drive cerebellar adaptation of 
sensorimotor forward models, by signaling sensory prediction errors. Is the inferior olive 
also involved in cognitive error-based learning and, if so, what is the information content 
of its signals? 
What is the functional significance of the two (or three) cortical representation maps in 
the cerebellum? Do these maps differentially contribute to adaptive prediction providing 
different variants of the same model or do they provide different types of prediction 
(e.g., for on-line processing or prospective model adaptation)?   
What are the consequences of functionally diverse modules in the cerebellum 
challenging classic notions of a uniform physiology across the cerebellar cortex? 
What are cerebellar and extracerebellar neurobiological correlates of recovery from 
focal cerebellar lesions? How does this pattern of recovery bear on hypotheses 
concerning cerebellar cognitive function?  
How might insights gained from the study of the “cognitive” cerebellum be useful in re-
examining cerebellar involvement in sensorimotor control and learning? 
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Understanding the Cognitive Cerebellum 
Although the function of the cerebellum has historically been associated with the 
sensorimotor system, the cognitive neuroscience literature has, from its emergence in 
the 1980’s, challenged this perspective. For example, a seminal functional brain 
imaging study revealed cerebellar activity during language processing, even when the 
overt motor requirements were equated [1]. In an individual with an extensive right 
posterior inferior cerebellar artery stroke, marked impairments were found in semantic 
knowledge, associative learning and verb generation, along with poor awareness of 
performance errors despite high scores on standard intelligence tests [2]. Similar 
findings from many neuroimaging studies, as well as neuropsychological research [3], 
has led to considerable effort to understand cerebellar involvement in high-level 
cognitive functions, including research on a range of psychiatric and developmental 
disorders. However, discussion of the cerebellum in broader studies and concepts of 
cognitive brain networks has remained scarce, and the mechanisms by which the 
cerebellum may contribute to cognition largely obscure.  
 
The goal of this opinion piece is to offer an integrative picture of recent progress from 
diverse methodologies and theoretical perspectives. The first part will briefly review how 
the cerebellum helps refine movement through its predictive capacity and, as a 
consequence, through error-based learning. A core concept is the forward model, an 
internal representation of the environment and agent that, in sensorimotor control, 
serves to predict the sensory outcome of a motor act (see Glossary and [4] for a recent 
review). We then evaluate how this functional concept may extend to the realms of 
language comprehension and social cognition. Although prediction and error-based 
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learning may serve as general principles for understanding cerebellar function, we also 
critically consider the utility and limitations of current attempts to apply them to cognitive 
domains.  
 
Functional Neuroanatomy of Cerebro-Cerebellar Interplay 
Cerebro-cerebellar communication is organized in a series of parallel loops (Box 1): 
Areas in the cerebral cortex project to the same cerebellar regions from which they 
receive input [5-7]. Motor-related activation is mainly found in the anterior cerebellum 
(lobules I-IV and V) and anterior aspects of lobule VI [8-10], regions that exhibit resting-
state functional connectivity (rsFC) with contralateral primary motor and somatosensory 
cortices [11, 12]. Interestingly, the cerebellum contains two sensorimotor somatotopic 
representations: lobules II-V and VIII/IX for lower limbs, lobules V/VI and VIII for upper 
limbs and lobules VI and VIII for the face [8-10].  
 
- Please insert Figure 1 about here - 
 
Large swaths of the cerebellar hemispheres communicate with non-motor, cognitive 
associative cerebral areas [11-14]. To highlight just a few of these regions, rsFC studies 
show that cerebellar lobule VI interacts with the salience network (processing pertinent 
stimuli in a competitive and context-dependent manner), lobules Crus I and II with the 
cerebral executive control circuitry, and lobule IX with the default-mode network [11]. 
An extensive meta-analysis of imaging studies reveals that right cerebellar lobules VI 
and Crus I are engaged during language function and left lobule VI during visuo-spatial 
processing, confirming that the functional lateralization of the cerebellar hemispheres 
mirrors to some degree, the picture observed in the cerebral cortex [15]. The rsFC data 
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reveal two (possibly three) representations of cortical space (Figure 1), running along 
the anterior—posterior axis of the cerebellar cortex [12].  
 
We note that cerebellar activations in neuroimaging studies are generally labeled in 
terms of lobules, yet, functionally defined areas often cross the fissures between 
lobules. The organization of these modules is reminiscent of immunohistological data on 
zebrin-positive and zebrin-negative stripes across the cerebellar cortex [16-18], a more 
nuanced picture that is best seen in flat map fMRI representations [19]. The positive and 
negative stripes for zebrin differ in their electrophysiological properties and innervation 
[17, 20, 21]. Zebrin expression is also distributed in an anterior-posterior fashion, with 
more zebrin-positive stripes in the posterior cerebellum [18, 22]. As deficits in motor 
coordination are primarily observed after stroke in the anterior cerebellum and cognitive 
dysfunction is mainly related to more posterior cerebellar damage [23], zebrin-positive 
stripes may be associated with more complex motor and higher cognitive processes 
(Box 2).  
 
The main output of the primate cerebellum, the dentate nucleus, also exhibits functional 
parcellation: dorsal and ventral portions project, via the thalamus, to motor and 
associative areas, respectively [24]. Prefrontal and parietal cortices appear to be the 
main cognitive hubs interacting with the cerebellum [14, 25]. However, neuroanatomical 
and neurophysiological data in non-human primates suggest the temporal cortex also 
projects to the cerebellum via the pons [26-28], and recent human brain imaging 
indicates direct reciprocal connections between the cerebellum and temporal cortex [29-
33]. The connectivity with association areas stands in contrast with the absence of 
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connectivity with primary visual and auditory areas [12]. The cerebellum thus interacts 
with cortical areas essential for many aspects of cognition.  
 
Based on neuroimaging and neuropsychological findings (Box 3), hypotheses of how 
the cerebellum contributes to cognition have focused on diverse processes associated 
with attention, working memory and temporal representation [34-37]. The uniformity of 
cerebellar cytoarchitecture suggests similar computations on distinct, incoming signals, 
with function dictated by the specific cerebro-cerebellar loop [6, 38]. If principles of 
information processing are indeed similar across the cerebellum, we should consider 
mechanistic hypotheses that would be consistent across task domains [35, 36]. Hence, 
understanding cerebellar involvement in cognition may benefit from considering the 
substantial knowledge we have as to how the cerebellum contributes to sensorimotor 
control. 
 
Sensorimotor Coordination, Prediction and Error-Based Learning 
The hallmark of cerebellar dysfunction is a loss of sensorimotor coordination. Patients 
typically have normal muscle tone and strength, and exhibit no difficulty in selecting the 
appropriate muscles. However, the pattern of muscular activity is disrupted: A delay in 
the onset of the antagonists can result in dysmetria with the limb shooting past the 
target [39], or a failure to account for interactional torques can result in systematic 
directional errors [40]. These motor impairments – termed ataxias – are especially 
pronounced during rapid movement. Furthermore, the intact cerebellum ensures 
smoothness of movement, such as in pursuit eye movements [41]. 
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Theoretical models of sensorimotor control have emphasized the predictive role of the 
cerebellum [42-44], with a focus on forward models. This idea, supported by a 
substantial literature involving various tasks and species, centers on the idea that the 
cerebellum receives a copy of the motor command [45-47] and, in combination with 
exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensory inputs, generates a representation of the 
expected sensory consequences of that command [45, 48-50]. An alternative and 
potentially complementary theory argues that the cerebellum contributes to the 
generation of motor commands, functioning as an inverse model [51-53].  
 
The sensory predictions generated by a forward model can be used to coordinate motor 
output [54, 55], providing a means to anticipate the consequences of a motor command 
[56] and to update a state estimate of the motor system, processes especially essential 
for actions that involve coordination across multiple effectors [57]. These predictions 
can also be compared with afferent input. If the predicted and actual signals match, the 
afferent signals can be cancelled [58]. When they mismatch, the difference constitutes a 
sensory prediction error (Figure 2). These error signals are essential for sensorimotor 
control, allowing for rapid adjustments in the motor output. They are also essential for 
learning, to refining future sensory predictions and reduce the prediction error signal on 
subsequent movements. The inferior olive is assumed to be an essential component in 
this comparison process (Box 1), as its neurons receive convergent input: excitatory 
from cortical, subcortical or spinal structures and inhibitory from the cerebellum [59, 60]. 
 
- Please insert Figure 2 about here - 
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Most models of cerebellar learning have been inspired by the unique anatomy and 
physiology of the cerebellum. Dating from influential theories by Marr and Albus [61, 
62], experimental evidence has demonstrated that climbing fiber inputs from the inferior 
olive to the cerebellar cortex can result in long-term depression (LTD) of the parallel 
fiber synapses onto Purkinje cells [44]. LTD modifies signal processing in the cerebellar 
cortex, sculpting the powerful, converging inhibition by Purkinje cells on the deep 
cerebellar nuclear cells. Hence, the Purkinje cell simple spike activity could be viewed 
as constituting the sensory prediction [45, 46, 63] (although it may also contribute to the 
motor command), while the climbing fiber activity resulting in Purkinje cell complex 
spikes provides a representation of sensory prediction errors [64-66], driving cerebellar 
learning. It should be noted that, although this model has been highly influential in 
theories of cerebellar-based learning, there remains considerable debate over the 
functional role of the climbing fiber signals and their interaction with simple spike activity 
[50, 64, 67]. Furthermore, recent physiological data in mice and rats suggest cerebellar 
modules vary in the firing rate of simple spike activity and exhibit plasticity tuned to 
different time intervals between parallel and climbing fiber inputs [20, 21, 68]. These 
recent findings may represent a first glimpse at how the cerebellum could support 
diverse functions associated with different constraints, despite its relatively uniform 
structure.  
 
Damage to the cerebellum may not only affect sensorimotor coordination but also 
cognitive function, an issue that has been extensively explored in neuropsychological 
studies (Box 3). We focus here on language and social cognition, reviewing evidence 
implicating the cerebellum in these domains and examining the relevance of unifying 
computational concepts derived from studies of sensorimotor control. 
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Cerebellar Contribution to Language Functions 
Many neuroimaging studies, in combination with more limited neuropsychological 
literature, point to a role for right Crus I and Crus II in language processing and verbal 
working memory [15, 69]. This has inspired numerous studies of how the cerebellum 
may support language processing. Early functional suggestions focused on a motor-
inspired hypothesis, namely that, similar to its role in overt speech production, the 
cerebellum may be essential for covert articulation or internal rehearsal, a core process 
of verbal working memory. However, these studies failed to provide a parsimonious 
account of the activation in healthy individuals [70] or the behavioural impairments 
observed in patients [37, 71].  
 
Other aspects of language processing also engage the cerebellum, and here a 
functional explanation based on putative “motor” operations seems even less plausible. 
For example, there is evidence for Crus I/II being involved in vocabulary acquisition [72, 
73] and verbal retrieval, as assessed in fluency tasks [74]. Perturbation of the right 
cerebellum induced by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been suggested to 
disrupt the retrieval of lexical associations [75] (but see also [76]). In a complementary 
vein, the cerebellum may be essential for representing the temporal dimension, 
facilitating language processes and/or semantic associations at particular time-points 
[77]. There are also suggestions of a cerebellar link with developmental [78] and 
acquired dyslexia [79], that may be related to the temporal aspects of language 
processing (for review, see [80]). 
 
- Please insert Figure 3 about here – 
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No single cognitive process comfortably fits with all these aspects of language. We 
consider here how the predictive capability of the cerebellum may offer a useful 
functional hypothesis. As described previously, in sensorimotor control, forward models 
generate predictions of the anticipated sensory consequences of outgoing motor 
commands. Applied to language, a forward model would be a way for a listener or 
reader to use the current context to anticipate forthcoming linguistic and paralinguistic 
information.  
 
This predictive aspect of language comprehension was originally suggested without 
reference to the cerebellum [81]. Motivated by the idea that a common function might 
underlie its contribution across motor and non-motor domains, we have recently 
explored the role of the cerebellum in the generation and evaluation of linguistic 
predictions. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) experiment [82], greater 
cerebellar activation (Figure 3B) was observed in right Crus I and II for sequentially 
presented sentences when the last word was predictable (e.g., “Two plus two is four.”) 
compared to trials in which the word order was scrambled, and thus the stimulus 
sequence lacked predictability. In a related study, a very similar area of the cerebellum 
showed greater activation in anticipation of a word that was highly predictable given the 
context, compared to identical sentence stems in context that limited predictability [83].  
 
Evidence offering a more direct test of a causal role for this region in language comes 
from a study [84] in which eye movements were tracked as participants listened to 
spoken sentences. When the sentence was predictable (e.g., “The boy will eat the … ”), 
participants looked at a picture of a cake, the only edible object in the display, in 
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anticipation of the final word. Repetitive TMS over the right posterior cerebellum 
reduced the anticipatory advantage for predictive sentences, without altering latencies 
of the reactive eye movements to objects named in non-predictable sentences. This 
result was recently replicated and extended using anodal and cathodal transcranial 
direct current stimulation (tDCS) over the right lateral cerebellar hemisphere to show a 
polarity-specific effect [85], enhancing and reducing the predictive advantage, 
respectively. 
 
Both our imaging studies of semantic prediction [82, 83] also examined error 
representation in the cerebellum. The key comparison here was between sentences in 
which the last word was congruent with its context and sentences in which the 
expectation was violated (“Two plus two is apple”, Figure 3C). A large increase in 
activation spanning the bilateral posterior cerebellum was observed in response to the 
incongruent stimuli, reflecting the cerebellar response to the linguistic prediction error. 
By analogy to studies of sensory prediction errors in motor tasks [86], this error signal 
may lead to an update of a cerebellar forward model, although the content of these 
linguistic signals remains to be elucidated (see Constraints on Cerebellar Prediction and 
Error Processing in Cognition). 
 
It is important to emphasize that these responses were not unique to the cerebellum. 
The same contrasts in both studies also revealed cortical activations in temporal, 
parietal and frontal regions, encompassing the cortical language network. Thus, forward 
modelling and error sensitivity (two closely related processes fundamental to adaptive 
prediction) may characterize cerebellar function within a broader, linguistic network. A 
major gap in the literature is the lack of a systems-level description of the interactions 
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between cerebellar and cortical language areas, and specific hypotheses of what 
aspects of language each area underpins.  
 
The Cerebellum in Social Cognition and Affective Processing 
We turn next to our third domain, social cognition and affective processing.   We note at 
the outset that the case for a cerebellar role in this domain is not well developed.  Much 
of the evidence comes from functional imaging studies where causality cannot be 
assessed and, in many studies of social cognition and affect, the cerebellum was of 
secondary interest. We first review the imaging and neuropsychology literature 
suggesting a role of the cerebellum in affective and socio-cognitive processing. We also 
highlight some neuropsychiatric disorders marked by impairments in social cognition 
that have been associated with cerebellar abnormalities, examining the relevance of 
prediction and error processing to these impairments [87].   
 
Social cognition represents the understanding of intentions and emotions of others 
conveyed by verbal and non-verbal signals such as facial expression, prosody and body 
language [88, 89]. Affective processing and social cognition are closely intertwined [90]. 
Disrupted perception or experience of emotions may lead to deficits in social cognition. 
The representation of emotional states is essential for empathy and social learning, 
allowing us to appreciate the context of another individual’s behavior. Conversely, 
misinterpretation due to socio-cognitive dysfunction may contribute to affective 
disorders [91].  
 
Generally speaking, social cognition has been hypothesized to entail two distinct 
processes, an immediate affective response and a delayed, more rational response [92, 
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93]. The affective component refers to emotional contagion, for example the 
instantaneous visceral feeling of fear when we perceive another fearful person. The 
cognitive component refers to a more reflective representation based upon perspective 
taking and mentalizing.  In our example, this would be an attempt to understand why 
this person is scared. At the level of prefrontal cortex, lesion data indicate the inferior 
frontal gyrus is a core component of the affective response, whereas ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex is associated with the cognitive component [94]. As in the prefrontal 
cortex, the two processes appear topographically dissociated in the cerebellum, with the 
posterior vermis of the cerebellum being involved in affective processing and the 
posterior lateral cerebellum in more reflective, cognitive components of these tasks. 
   
Flattened affect and reduced emotional expressivity, sometimes with disinhibited, 
childish behavior, have been observed in patients with lesions of the cerebellar vermis 
[95], a constellation of symptoms that has come to be referred to as cerebellar cognitive 
and affective syndrome (CCAS). Although somewhat inconsistent, patients with 
cerebellar degeneration or stroke also present some deficits in recognizing emotion 
from faces [96], matching facial emotion with prosody [97], and in the attribution of 
emotions to characters in short stories [98].  Pathological laughter and crying have been 
linked to dysfunction of prefronto-ponto-cerebellar loops [99, 100] and inhibitory TMS 
over the cerebellar vermis results in impaired emotional regulation [101].  There is also 
evidence of altered EEG signatures of emotional processing in patients with cerebellar 
degeneration [102]. Coupled with functional imaging data, it has been proposed that the 
posterior vermis should be viewed as the “limbic cerebellum” [103, 104]. Anatomical 
data on direct vermis-amygdala connections are relatively controversial [105], but rsFC 
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has been found between the vermis and hippocampus, cingulate cortex, prefrontal 
cortex, precuneus, and superior temporal cortex [106, 107].  
 
Although few neuroimaging studies on social cognition have specifically focused on the 
cerebellum, a recent meta-analysis of 350 whole-brain functional MRI studies revealed 
consistent activation of the posterior cerebellar hemispheres (Figure 4), and in particular 
Crus I, in tasks requiring abstract social inferences [108]. To date, few studies have 
focused on the performance of patients with cerebellar dysfunction on tests of social 
cognition, nor have non-invasive brain stimulation studies in healthy individuals been 
conducted to test specific causal hypotheses. Impaired performance on Theory of Mind 
(ToM) tasks has been recently reported in heterogeneous patient groups with cerebellar 
damage, including stroke, atrophy and spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) [109-111]. Most 
ToM tests require attribution of mental states, beliefs and intentions to others on the 
basis of short stories, animations or eye expressions. While social predictions and 
models of agents’ mental states play a crucial role here [112], the topography and 
mechanistic contributions of the cerebellum remains unclear.   
  	
Understanding the purpose of agents’ motion and body language  is another rich source 
of social cues [88]. Patients with midline cerebellar pathology exhibit deficits in 
perception of inanimate object motion [113-115], but only lesions of the left lateral 
cerebellum are associated with altered perception of body motion [116], potentially 
related to disrupted communication between Crus I and right posterior superior temporal 
sulcus (STS) [30] (Figure 4). STS and the adjacent temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) are 
key components of brain networks engaged in the perception of body language and 
social cognition [88]. Imitation of finger movements and animations showing geometric 
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shapes that seem to socially interact also activate the left lateral cerebellum, with 
effective connectivity between Crus I/II and STS [29, 117, 118].  
 
- Please insert Figure 4 about here - 
Can the concepts of prediction and error processing be useful in understanding 
cerebellar contributions to social cognition and affective processing? Prediction is, of 
course, fundamental to socio-emotional processing [87, 119, 120]. Having a sense of 
another individual’s state of mind not only requires creating a mental model of that 
individual, but also being able to simulate how these mental states might influence their 
behavior. Recognizing deviations in the outcome of a social interaction from expected 
behavior, and using that information to adapt future social predictions in a fluid and 
automated manner such as the cerebellum can provide would appear useful for 
adaptive social behavior. 
 
Observing the intentional actions of others has been shown to engage neural pathways 
associated with sensorimotor internal models [121-125]. Thus, to some extent, 
sensorimotor internal models are thought to participate in socio-cognitive processes, an 
idea captured by the notion of embodied cognition [126]. However, more abstract, 
predictive modeling and error-based learning may also be essential for social cognition 
[87, 127]. For instance, we need to predict the social consequences of how we act or 
what we say across various contexts (analogous to forward modeling), and we have to 
try and understand what caused our own or an agent’s specific behavior (inverse 
modeling), and how these behaviors may impact the social situation.  
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Cerebellar contribution to these more abstract forms of prediction remains unclear. At 
present, despite providing important preliminary insight, most research has been largely 
restricted to descriptive reports, with the cerebellum link being one of “guilt by 
association.” Furthermore, most social cognition paradigms and studies have not been 
specifically designed to test adaptive prediction and error-based learning. For 
processing errors in ToM, the most relevant contrast would be between scenarios in 
which a social prediction is confirmed or violated. In one study providing such a 
contrast, violations of social norms elicited higher activation in a fronto-temporal network 
associated with social cognition, along with activation in the cerebellum [128].  
Additional studies using a range of complementary methods are needed to directly 
assess whether and how the cerebellum plays a part in social predictions. 
 
Although controversial, the cerebellum has been linked to a number of neuropsychiatric 
conditions marked by deficits in social cognition and affective processing, including 
autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) and schizophrenia. Starting with the seminal 
structural MRI findings of Courchesne and colleagues [129], there has been 
considerable interest in the association between cerebellar pathology and ASD. 
Abnormalities in cerebellar grey matter volume, microstructure, and connectivity are 
prominent in ASD, with a particular focus on the lobules Crus I and II [130]. Altered rsFC 
between the cerebellum (in particular, left Crus I) and cortical regions associated with 
ToM tasks (e.g., right TPJ) is found in patients with ASD [131, 132]. Diffusion tensor 
imaging (DTI) and psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses in individuals with 
ASD show that social deficits correlate with altered left cerebellar output to the right 
cerebral cortex, and in particular the right STS [133, 134]. Deficits in body motion 
perception are well documented in ASD patients [135-138]. These data, linking pathway 
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integrity to function, suggest the Crus I – STS loop involved in processing of dynamic 
visual social signals may contribute to socio-cognitive dysfunction in ASD. In addition, a 
contralateral reciprocal connection could be involved in the linguistic deficits in ASD 
[139]. 
  
In schizophrenia, the data currently appear more heterogeneous. Reduced grey matter 
volume across the cerebellum has been reported in patients with in schizophrenia [140, 
141], although there is also a report of increased vermis volume in individuals with 
positive psychotic symptoms and thought disorder [142]. Reduced rsFC is found 
between bilateral cerebellar lobules IV and V and the dorsal attention network [143], 
and between cerebellum and thalamus [144]. In contrast, rsFC is increased between 
ventral attention, salience and default-mode networks and the cerebellum, and in 
particular, Crus II [143, 145]. DTI studies have shown globally altered microstructure of 
cerebellar tracts [146] and disrupted modular architecture, also predominant in Crus II 
[147]. At the behavioral level, schizophrenia patients exhibit deficits in visual body 
motion perception [148, 149]. As compared with healthy subjects, higher yet delayed left 
cerebellar activation has been demonstrated in patients with schizophrenia during 
observation of abstract social interactions [150], but lower right cerebellar PET 
activation during verbal mental state attribution [151]. Overall, these data indicate 
structural and physiological abnormalities of the cerebellum in schizophrenia, but also 
highlight substantial pathophysiological and clinical heterogeneity. Of note, alteration 
and dysfunction of cerebro-cerebellar networks are not evident in all neuropsychiatric 
conditions, as evidenced by normal cerebellar volume and cerebello-thalamic tracts in 
patients with bipolar disorder [141, 144]. However, further efforts are needed to better 
understand cerebellar contribution to socio-cognitive deficits in schizophrenia. 
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Alteration of forward modeling is considered a core feature of the thought disorder in 
schizophrenia [152, 153]. Indeed, an inability to distinguish between internal states 
arising from one’s own thoughts and external events would create conditions ripe for 
hallucinations.  Mechanistically, one intriguing line of work on an indirect link between 
schizophrenia and cerebellar function examined how the N1 response, an event-related 
potential (ERP) observed 100 ms after a tone, is modulated by prediction. In healthy 
individuals, this response is attenuated when the participant makes a movement (e.g., 
button press) to produce the tone, presumably due to the predictable link between the 
movement and the forthcoming sensory event. Interestingly, this sensory attenuation is 
largely absent in individuals with focal cerebellar lesions [154] or schizophrenia [155], 
suggesting both groups have impaired motor-sensory predictions – the output of a 
forward model.  
 
What remains unclear is whether such prediction deficits can be generalized. That is, 
would patients with altered cerebellar function, either from a neurological disorder or a 
psychiatric condition, exhibit similar patterns if tested on predictions that did not require 
a motor component? For example, would they be impaired if the tone was predicted by 
another sensory event, or does it require a motor-sensory prediction? And what if the 
predictions were more abstract, such as those required for social cognition? Would ERP 
abnormalities be evident to these types of predictions or prediction violations, and would 
they be similar for patients with focal cerebellar lesions, cerebellar degeneration and 
neuropsychiatric disorders related to the cerebellum? Experiments such as the ones 
described here will be essential to illuminate how the cerebellum might contribute to 
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social cognition, and test hypotheses that postulate a causal link between cerebellar 
abnormalities and these psychiatric conditions. 
 
Constraints on Cerebellar Prediction and Error Processing in Cognition 
We have argued that insights garnered from studies of sensorimotor control might help 
develop general mechanistic accounts of cerebellar function, focusing on two core 
concepts: prediction and error processing. Prediction has figured prominently in 
hypotheses concerning cerebellar processing in non-motor domains. The cerebellum, 
with its high level of convergence and reciprocal connections to much of the cerebral 
cortex, seems well positioned to integrate multiple inputs in order to generate estimates 
of future states, an idea formalized by forward models. This predictive capacity may be 
hierarchical, with predictions at lower levels anticipating how specific actions alter 
sensory inputs, while predictions at higher levels anticipate longer chains of events. This 
hypothesis would fit with observations of impaired sequencing after cerebellar damage 
[156, 157], as well as imaging data suggesting the cerebellum represents higher-order 
associative rules [158]	.  
 
Of course prediction is not unique to the cerebellum; indeed, all brain processing may 
entail some form of prediction [159]. It will be important to identify constraints on 
cerebellar predictive capabilities (e.g. is embodiment a constraint) to see if these help in 
understanding the cognitive deficits observed in people with cerebellar pathology, or in 
neuropsychiatric conditions associated with cerebellar abnormalities. 
 
One idea that has been useful in the sensory and motor domains is that cerebellar 
predictive capabilities are temporally constrained. This may be in terms of temporal 
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extent—that the predictive capabilities of the cerebellum span relatively short time 
intervals relevant for skilled movement (e.g., up to a second or so), or that cerebellar 
predictions are temporally precise, representing when, as well as what is anticipated. 
This temporal constraint has received little attention in domains such as language and 
social cognition. Given the importance of temporal patterning in speech, the need for a 
system that generates predictions with real-time precision seems clear. Temporal 
constraints appear somewhat less straightforward in the social domain where 
interactions typically unfold over longer intervals of time. Nonetheless, social 
competence depends on the timing of our interactions with others [160]: We are very 
aware of atypical delays in a conversational exchange, as exemplified by transatlantic 
telephone calls [161]. 
 
Constraints are also relevant when considering how the cerebellum contributes to error 
representation. In the sensorimotor domain, cerebellar-dependent, error-based learning 
is used to calibrate forward models. Indeed, supervised learning is a hallmark of 
cerebellar function, driven by the sensory prediction error signal [42]. Notably, this 
signal is temporally constrained; slight delays in the delivery of an error signal markedly 
reduce the rate of learning [162, 163], a constraint that is much weaker in basal ganglia-
dependent, reinforcement learning [164]. The exquisite temporal precision of cerebellar 
processing may be a key characteristic to differentiate cerebellar processing from that in 
the cerebral cortex [165].    
 
Moreover, sensory prediction errors are vectorial, signaling not only the occurrence of 
an error but also providing metrical information concerning the direction of the error 
(e.g., a reach action to the right of its target). As such, sensory prediction errors not only 
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tell you that an error has occurred, but they also provide information on how to correct 
future movements. Again, this contrasts with reinforcement learning where the signal 
might be binary (“correct or incorrect”) and where a reward prediction error is used to 
update the value associated with a potential choice. Reward errors can signal 
magnitude (e.g., a very bad action), but they do not typically provide information about 
how to improve performance. 
 
More generally, our concepts of error processing in non-motor domains are limited. 
While we can easily appreciate how mis-reaching to the right of an object requires a 
leftward adjustment of a subsequent movement, how do we characterize the 
dimensions that define semantic relationships or social interactions? It is not obvious 
how a forward model in the linguistic system would be adjusted after a semantic 
expectancy is violated as in the sentence “The ice was purple”, or how our semantic 
system would be recalibrated were we to land on a planet where the water was, in fact, 
purple. At present, our inability to conceptualize the metrics of these abstract 
representational spaces may be a limiting factor. The reliance on sensory prediction 
errors in the cerebellum for calibrating coordinated movements may be just one specific 
instantiation of a more general error-based learning system.  
 
- Please insert Figure 4 about here - 
 
It is also important to distinguish between the representation of errors and the use of 
error signals. Climbing fiber activity, stemming from the inferior olive, has long been 
hypothesized to constitute an error signal, one that will sculpt the cerebellar cortical 
output onto the deep cerebellar nuclei [64-66]. However, the comparison essential for 
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the computation of an error may be extracerebellar: predictions generated in the 
cerebellum may be compared with actual input in subcortical or cortical areas, with the 
difference serving as the generator of the error signal. For example, the cerebellum 
could help generate a temporally constrained expectancy of a word in semantic areas or 
an agent’s reaction in social brain areas. A mismatch would then define the error, 
relayed back to the cerebellum to refine future predictions (Figure 2). By this view, the 
focus shifts back to the cerebellar role in prediction. Its sensitivity to error may be 
unrelated to the generation of an error signal, but rather to the exploitation of these error 
signals to improve future predictions and/or produce on-line changes in processing or 
behavior in response to the error.  
 
Little is known about the cerebellar representation of errors outside the sensorimotor 
domain. There are indicators that neurophysiological correlates of error may be 
observed in the cerebellum, but this question has not been systematically explored. 
Despite some evidence of projections from associative areas of the cerebral cortex to 
the inferior olive [60, 166-168], it remains unclear whether these projections contribute 
to perceptual and cognitive error signals that may supervise cerebellar learning. Given 
the diversity of parallel cognitive processes, whether and how associative error inputs 
are filtered and assigned represents another significant open question. Neural modeling 
may help refine such concepts of cerebellar function and plasticity, offering a way to 
integrate information that incorporates our knowledge of cerebellar cell types and 
architecture, cerebro-cerebellar connectivity, and behaviors associated with these 
networks [169]. More generally, as briefly outlined in this article, interdisciplinary efforts 
bridging the gap between methods that range from immunohistochemistry and 
electrophysiology to computational and clinical neuroscience appear indispensable to 
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substantially promote our understanding of the cerebellum. To date, supervised learning 
and its constraints remain insufficiently targeted in cognitive studies on the cerebellum. 
 
This idea of a cerebellar predictor resonates with various metaphors that have been 
used, describing the cerebellum as a system that facilitates cortical processing. These 
metaphors build on the classic observation that, while not essential for movement, the 
cerebellum allows actions to be performed in an effortlessly coordinated manner. 
Extended to non-motor domains, this has led to metaphors in which the cerebellum 
“coordinates” shifts of attention [170], “facilitates” the retrieval of information in memory 
[171] or helps “automatize” cortical processing [6, 172]. These hypotheses describe how 
the cerebellum may support specific cortical processes, rather than articulating 
computations that might be unique to the cerebellum (e.g., precise representation of 
temporal relationships, or model-based prediction). Fronto-parietal networks are known 
to provide critical representations for attentional selection and orientation, and fronto-
temporal for social interactions. The cerebellum may help ensure smooth coordinated 
processing within these networks. “Cognitive dysmetria” and “dysmetria of thought” are 
phrases coined to capture this metaphor, arguing that cortical processing loses its 
fluidity due to cerebro-cerebellar circuitry dysfunction in patients with schizophrenia 
[173] and those with acquired damage to the cerebellum [174]. 
 
A limitation with these metaphorical descriptions is that they become difficult to test. 
While one can formulate experiments to evaluate computationally-specified 
mechanisms (e.g., temporally-limited vs. temporally-extended; forward vs. inverse 
model), it is harder to define conditions that specify how thought becomes less 
coordinated. These metaphors are perhaps just restatements of the observed 
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phenomena—people with schizophrenia have frazzled cognition and, thus, the 
cerebellar link is attributed to a problem in coordinating thought.  
 
Yet one could also see how the vast pattern recognition capacity of the cerebellum, 
coupled with its broad connectivity to the cortex, could prime or bias cortical processing 
in particular directions, and so be central to the coordination and automatization of 
thought. This kind of supportive function need not require a prediction, per se. Simply 
recognizing current neural states, and using that information to prod the cortex to its 
associated patterns could be sufficient to promote more fluid cortical processing. 
However, this operation would be even more efficient if the cerebellum were, as a 
forward modeling device, using the input to anticipate future states, either of the world 
or of cortical activity. 
 
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives 
In this article, we have provided an overview of emerging perspectives on how the 
functional role of the cerebellum might extend to cognition, using language and social 
cognition as two representative domains. The motivation for this new conceptualization 
has been largely inspired by neuroanatomical and neuroimaging studies. The 
neuropsychological long-term picture is more nuanced: Although there is certainly 
evidence of impaired language function, altered affect, and rather heterogeneous 
problems in social cognition, these deficits appear mild in patients with cerebellar 
pathology acquired in adulthood, with executive dysfunction being the most likely to 
persist, even if rather modestly [175, 176]. The impressive degree of recovery may be 
viewed as a challenge to models in which the cerebellum provides essential 
computations, or it may reflect an extraordinary capacity for reorganization [177]. 
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Deeper insight into how cerebellar insults impact cognition will depend on asking more 
refined questions in behavioral and imaging studies with patient populations, and on 
meticulous lesion-symptom mapping on sufficiently powered groups of patients with 
more homogeneous lesion topography and etiology. 
 
Our arguments have been guided by the belief that there will be commonalities in 
cerebellar function across different processing domains. We recognize that this 
assumption – although suggested by cerebellar architecture and shared by most 
researchers studying non-motor functions of the cerebellum – may be misguided. The 
belief that computational models of the cerebellum based in sensorimotor control are 
important for understanding how it contributes to language and social cognition could 
prove to be an impediment to progress. The growing evidence on functional diversity of 
structurally similar cerebellar modules could not only signify an enlarged spectrum for a 
universal computational principle, but also open the window for other functional 
processes. These issues, as well as those highlighted in the previous section, require 
critical consideration as we seek to expand our understanding of how the cerebellum 
supports cognition.  
 
Nonetheless, as we argue here, some form of prediction may represent a universal 
principle of cerebellar function, applied to both motor and cognitive domains. Moreover, 
error-based learning is of crucial value for predictive processing, and it is useful to 
consider how to build on known constraints associated with cerebellar learning in 
developing a broader perspective on cerebellar function. Multimodal integrative 
research efforts based on sound theoretical reasoning will surely help to further 
explicate the principles underlying cerebellar involvement in learning and cognition. 
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Figure Captions 
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Figure 1. Functional 
Topography of the Cerebellar Cortex. The cerebellar cortical sheet (E), when graphically 
flattened into a 2-D map has a huge surface area. Resting state functional connectivity (rsFC) 
studies show that each cerebellar area can be linked to a region in the cerebral cortex (A-D). 
There appears to be a repeated mapping with, for example, prefrontal cortical areas (label 16 in 
C, D) represented in anterior and posterior lobes of the cerebellum (E). Adapted from [12], [178] 
and [19], with permissions. 
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Figure 2. Forward Models and Prediction. (A) The motor cerebellum has been hypothesized 
to operate as a forward model or state estimator, using efferent copies of motor commands 
to predict the sensory consequences of actions. Sensory prediction errors, the difference 
between the predicted and actual outcome, are conveyed to the cerebellum through the 
climbing fibres of the inferior olive (IO). Whether cerebellar output is the state estimate or a 
signal updating a state estimate represented elsewhere, for example in motor or parietal cortex, 
is unclear. (B) By analogy, the cognitive cerebellum might predict changes in perceptual or 
mental states, and feed these updates to associative areas. It is uncertain if the calculation of 
errors (comparator) is within the IO or elsewhere, and fed to the cerebellum via the IO. For 
example, there is a loop between mesodiencephalic junction, inferior olive, cerebellar cortex, 
DCN and back to the mesodiencephalic junction that may contribute to this computation. 
Although these diagrams only depict cortical inputs to the pons, there are many other sources 
of pontine input. DCN: deep cerebellar nuclei; Th: thalamus. 
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Figure 3. The Cerebellum and Linguistic Prediction. (A) The predictability of visually 
presented sentences can be high. (B) A small region in right posterior lateral cerebellum was 
more active in the high predictable condition compared to when predictability was reduced by 
scrambling the order of the presented words [82]. If the expected ending of the sentence was 
violated (“Two plus two is apple”), a broad, bilateral region of the cerebellar cortex was 
activated. (C, contrast between incongruent and scrambled trials). (D,E) Evidence that right 
posterior lateral cerebellum is causally involved in linguistic prediction [83]. The latency 
advantage in fixating the object of the predictable spoken sentences compared to unpredictable 
control sentences was significantly reduced after rTMS to the right lateral cerebellum. 
Illustrations adapted and reprinted with permissions.  
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Figure 4. Social Cognition and the Cerebellum. (A) Summary of cerebellar findings from 
meta-analysis of 350 whole-brain neuroimaging studies of social cognition. Most consistent 
cerebellar activation is elicited by abstraction in trait inferences, in bilateral Crus I, with a right 
hemispheric predominance. Bilateral activation is also found during mirroring (observation of 
human body motion). In contrast, event (e.g., observation of social interaction depicted by 
moving geometric shapes) and person trait mentalizing appear left- and right-lateralized, 
respectively. Adapted from [108], with permission. (B-F) Series of studies specifically focused 
on cerebellar engagement in social cognition. (B) Observation of human body motion 
represented by point lights on the head and the main joints (reprinted from [179] with automatic 
permission from SAGE Publications) elicits activation in the left cerebellar lobules (C) Crus I  
and (D) VIIB. Reprinted from [30] with permission by Oxford University Press. (E+F) Patients 
with tumors topographically overlapping regions left lateral cerebellum exhibit deficits in 
perception of body motion. Reprinted from [116] with permission by Oxford University Press. (G) 
Illustration of geometric shapes that move as if they would socially interact (upper panel) or in a 
random fashion (control; lower panel). Adapted from [180]. (H) As with visual perception of body 
motion, observation of the interacting geometric shapes results in activation of left cerebellar 
Crus I/II, and effective connectivity with the right superior temporal sulcus (STS). Adapted from 
[117], with permission by Oxford University Press. (I) Diffusion tensor imaging revealing a 
structural loop between the left lateral cerebellar lobule Crus I and right STS. Reprinted from 
[31] with permission by Oxford University Press. 
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Figure I. Interactions between Cerebellum and Cognitive Cortical Networks. The 
cerebellum receives input from cortical areas via the pons and projects back to similar areas via 
the thalamus, forming a closed-loop architecture (black arrows). Complex cognitive processes 
such as language or social cognition require interactions between distributed regions in the 
cerebral cortex (colored, dashed arrows). Thus, the closed-loop architecture would suggest that 
the cerebellar outputs modulate singular network components, instead of affecting a complex 
cognitive process as a whole. However, cortico-cortical connections provide a means to expand 
the influence of the cerebellum. 
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Glossary 
Ataxia: A neurological condition characterized by abnormal motor coordination, due to 
alteration in sensory, vestibular or cerebellar systems. Signs include problems with 
balance, eye movements, volitional movements and speech, especially when the 
movements are produced quickly and require coordination of multiple joints.  
Default-mode network: A physiological network identified by resting state functional 
connectivity (rsFC), spanning medial prefrontal, medial temporal, posterior cingulate 
cortex and precuneus, activated in the absence of a specific external task and thought 
to be involved in mental simulation for planning, self-evaluation and social interaction. 
Dysmetria: Refers to movements lacking the appropriate metrics due to ataxia. 
Spatially, the movements may over- or undershoot the target, with the problems evident 
with eye, arm or leg movements.  
Error-based learning: Process by which changes in behavior are driven by errors 
occurring as a result of the production of that behavior in a similar context. In ideal 
circumstances, the amount of error is reduced in a continuous manner from trial to trial, 
continuing until performance is error-free.  
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Forward model: Representation of the predictable relationship between the input and 
output of a system, thus providing an estimation of a new state or outcome given an 
input. Forward models are typically adaptive, updated by experience. In sensorimotor 
systems, a forward model can take the motor command (or efference copy of the 
command) to predict the forthcoming sensory consequences of the movement. 
Inverse model: Representation that takes a desired sensory state as the input and 
generates the motor command required to achieve that state. Inverse models perform 
the inverse operation of a forward model. 
Long-term depression (LTD): Physiological mechanism of learning manifest as the 
reduction of synaptic strength between two neurons, typically resulting from a strong 
excitatory input. In the cerebellar cortex, LTD of parallel fiber synapses onto Purkinje 
cells is triggered by powerful climbing fiber input. 
Sensory prediction error: Signal arising from the mismatch between the expected 
sensory consequences of a stimulus or movement and the actual sensory input.  As 
such, sensory prediction errors are a violation of a prediction. For example, when 
walking down the stairs, a missing tread would result in a sensory prediction error based 
on the absence of expected somatosensory input. 
Spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA): Heritable degenerative disease that produces ataxia, 
through degeneration of the cerebellum and/or structures sending critical inputs to the 
cerebellum. At present there are more than 40 known types, each related to specific 
gene mutations. Pathophysiological correlates and symptomology vary as a function of 
type.  
Theory of mind (ToM): Psychological construct that refers to the ability to infer the 
mental states of other individuals, and in particular their beliefs, feelings and intentions.   
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Box 1. Pathways Underlying Cerebro-Cerebellar Interaction 
The primary reciprocal connections between the cerebral cortex and the cerebellar 
hemispheres are contralaterally organized [181]. Resting state functional connectivity 
(rsFC) data indicate multiple cortico-cerebellar networks [11-14], consistent with the 
idea that cerebellar processing has a broad influence on cortical activity. In general, the 
cortico-ponto-cerebello-dentato-thalamo-cortical pathways form a series of parallel 
loops, terminating in regions that were the source of input to the cerebellum [6]. Recent 
task-related causal functional (effective) connectivity and diffusion tensor imaging 
analyses reveal the cerebellum interacts not only with prefrontal but also temporal 
cortex during language processing and social cognition, in particular the lobules Crus I/II 
[30-32, 117].    
Input from the cortex to the cerebellum is disynaptic, via the ipsilateral pontine nuclei 
[26], which, in turn, send mossy fibers that decussate, pass through the middle 
cerebellar peduncle and form excitatory synapses in the contralateral cerebellum [181]. 
The second important cerebro-cerebellar pathway is via the ipsilateral inferior olive. 
Projections from the sensorimotor cortex are particularly prominent in the cortico-olivary 
pathway [182, 183], but electrophysiological evidence in cats and rats also suggests 
indirect signaling from the prefrontal [166] and parietal cortices [168, 184]. The indirect 
projections’ relay may be located in the mesodiencephalic junction [60, 167, 185], itself 
a target of excitatory cerebellar output. Through the inferior cerebellar peduncle, the 
inferior olive sends crossing excitatory climbing fibers to the deep cerebellar nuclei and 
the cerebellar cortex, forming sagittally aligned zones. 
The cerebellar cortex projects to the deep cerebellar nuclei that mediate all output from 
the cerebellum. The largest of these nuclei, the dentate, is a target of powerful 
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convergence from the lateral cerebellar hemispheres. Most of the output from the 
dentate nucleus ascends back to the cerebral cortex: The axons pass through the 
superior cerebellar peduncle, decussate at the level of the brainstem, and, through the 
contralateral cerebral peduncle, reach the thalamic ventral lateral nucleus. These 
thalamic regions then project to the cerebral cortices [186].  
Output from the other deep cerebellar nuclei, the interposed nucleus (composed of the 
globose and emboliform nuclei) and the fastigial nucleus, influences the descending 
extrapyramidal tracts, but also reaches the cerebral cortex. Some data also indicate 
monosynaptic connections from the fastigial nucleus to the amygdala, hippocampus and 
middle temporal gyri [105], pathways that may mediate involvement of the cerebellum in 
emotional processing and regulation [103]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Box 2. Cerebellar Stripes and Zebrin 
Immunohistochemical and recent electrophysiological studies have revealed a 
surprising picture of variations across the cerebellar cortex. Zebrin II is an antigen 
expressed on the enzyme aldolase C, involved in glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, and 
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therefore in the formation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [187]. When visualized in the 
cerebellum, prominent stripes can be seen along the sagittal axis, with zebrin II positive 
regions interleaved with zebrin-negative regions [16]. This pattern is observed across 
avian and mammalian species [16, 22, 188], including humans [18].  
 
Purkinje cells that expression zebrin II exhibit lower intrinsic simple spike rates while 
zebrin-negative Purkinje cells fire at higher frequencies. Perhaps related, long-term 
potentiation (LTP) represents the predominant form of plasticity in zebrin-positive stripes 
while LTD prevails in zebrin-negative zones [20, 21].  Moreover, zebrin-positive zones 
mainly receive climbing fiber input from inferior olive subdivisions innervated by the 
cerebral cortex and mesodiencephalic junction, whereas climbing fiber signals inputs to 
zebrin-negative zones are associated with peripheral sensory information [17, 189]. 
Interestingly, climbing fiber inputs in pigeons’ vestibulocerebellum indicate zebrin-
positive and negative stripes may complement each other to form functional units [190] 
and sensory stimulation synchronizes otherwise asynchronous complex spikes in 
zebrin-positive and negative modules in mice [191]. 
  
The identification of other markers of functional diversity represents a promising avenue 
for future research on functional specialization within the cerebellum.  At present, there 
is an intriguing association of posterior cerebellar involvement in cognition [23, 104], the 
predominance of zebrin-positive zones in the posterior cerebellum [18, 22] and the 
innervation of these zones by climbing fibers carrying information from the cerebral 
cortex [17, 189], potentially linking zebrin positivity and higher cognitive processing.    
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Box 3. Neuropsychological Profile of Patients with Cerebellar Dysfunction 
An impressive literature has emerged characterizing the neuropsychological profile of 
individuals with cerebellar stroke, tumors, or degeneration. Despite considerable 
heterogeneity, the general picture resembles that in frontal lobe dysfunction, with 
altered working memory, verbal fluency and cognitive control [37, 192-194]. Explicit 
memory is generally spared. Visuospatial perceptual deficits and involvement in 
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multisensory integration have also been reported [176, 195]. Schmahmann and 
colleagues [95] have described a cerebellar cognitive affective syndrome (CCAS). 
Both focal insult and degeneration of the cerebellum can affect neuropsychological 
performance. Nonetheless, it is difficult to draw strong inferences concerning function 
and mechanism from these observations. First, due to limited patient numbers, 
inferences have often been drawn across patients exhibiting different etiologies and/or 
considerable variation in the locus of pathology. We would never consider inferring the 
contribution of cerebral areas to different task domains by pooling together the data of 
patients with occipital and frontal lesions. Furthermore, although the most consistent 
problems are observed in patients with degenerative disorders, the pathology in some 
of these syndromes extends into extracerebellar regions such as the brainstem, basal 
ganglia and cerebral cortex. Second, movement disorders may negatively impact 
performance on neuropsychological tests. For patients with coordination problems, even 
the simple act of button pressing may divert attentional resources from the test material. 
Third, the cerebellum may also be an extremely plastic system, allowing for rapid 
reorganization to compensate for acquired damage (as evident from impressive motor 
recovery if the deep cerebellar nuclei are spared) [177, 192].  
Cognitive consequences of cerebellar damage may also depend on age of onset. 
Despite a somewhat heterogeneous picture, more overt neuropsychological deficits are 
generally observed in children [196-199]. Given its protracted course of maturation [200, 
201], damage to the cerebellum during vulnerable phases may contribute to more 
pronounced neuropsychological dysfunction. The time course of cerebellar development 
and its variation across the lobules [200] may also offer an important window for 
understanding how cerebellar abnormalities contribute to neuropsychiatric disorders, 
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such as altered interplay within specific cerebro-cerebellar loops relevant for social 
cognition and interaction during development thought to be involved in ASD 
pathogenesis [202]. 
Taken together, the neuropsychological evidence presents a rather mixed picture and 
emphasizes the need for probes designed to assess subtle functional impairments as 
opposed to the rather marked neuropsychological consequences of cerebral damage 
(e.g., aphasia, agnosia, amnesia). 
 
